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Resumen
Este articulopresentalos comentariosde los autoressobre el articulo
(tambi~n en esta edici6n) "Usury in English Law," en el cual el
profesorR.M. Goode analiza la ley inglesa sobrela usura. Basadoen
opiniones recogidaspor los autores en su reciente estudio sobre las
leyes de usura, en Arizonay en Estados Unidos deNorteam6rica,este
articulo directamente saca a flote problemas que el articulo del
profesorGoode apenasinsinfia. Especificamente,tanto el tratamiento
del profesor Goode, como el presente, tienen incidencias en el
permanente debate sobre la eficacia del "common law" (el derecho
angloamericano). Mds aun, el articulo suministra algunas ideas
sobre laformay substanciade las leyes sobre la usuraen los ahospor
venir. Los autores construyen su andclisis en torno al reciente
postulado hecho por el juez Richard Posner, en el debate general
sobre la eficacia del "common law. " El juez Posnersostiene que el
"common law," es decir, la ley hecha por el juez, es eficiente
econ6micamente en el sentido en que maximiza la riqueza social.
Sostiene, adems, que las decisiones judiciales deben tratar de
enaltecer la riqueza social como un objetivo prevalenciente de
eficiencia en el nombre de la moralidad.Los resultadosempiricos del
estudio de los autores sobre las preicticas de los prestamistas en
Arizona y en los Estados Unidos, y concentradoprincipalmenteen
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los ahos 70, demonstraron que los limites efectivos de usura
(intereses) afectan a los grupos de ingresos inferiores, al reducir la
cantidaddel crkdito disponible.Las institucionesfinancieras,al no
poder cobrar retribuci6n suficiente para cubrir sus riesgos, se
negaron a prestardinero a aquellos clientes cuya capacidaddepago
los catalogaba como incumplidorespotenciales. Enfrentados a las
barrerasimpuestaspor las leyes de usura, los solicitantes de dinero
inevitabley constantemente lo han solicitadoporfuerade los limites
legales. Debido a lasfrecuentesdesviacionesde los limites legalesy a
los repetidos choques con las fuerzas inevitables del mercado, las
leyes de usura se han con vertido en un eficiente pero debil modo de
intrusi6n moderno. La usura hoy es tenida como un concepto
variableel cual depende del sector del mercado afectado. A unque los
topes a la tasa de interbspuedenafectara los consumidoresde bajos
ingresos, al limitar el crbdito disponible, tambikn tienen la fitil
funcion social de mostrar a los solicitantes de dinero lo que la
sociedad considera un limite apropiado a las tasas de interbs
razonables. Mds aun, los autores analizan la influencia delproceso
legislativo en su respuestaalcriteriode eficiencia, alpermitircrbdito
caro y al aceptar un mercado de credito en expansi6n. Tambien
analizanla respuestade las cortes de los Estados Unidos alpermitir
un mercado libre a travis de su renuencia a aplicar estricta y
literalmente los topes mdximos de interbs. En la opini6n de los
autores, el profesor Goode tiene una visi6n optimista del enfoque
ingl~s, la cual ellos no comparten enforma integra, basados en sus
estudios sobre la ley de usura.Especificamente, con todo el respeto
que le, merece elprofesor Goode, los autores opinan que el andlisis
hecho en "Usury in EnglishLaw, " malinterpretala tendencia de las
leyes de usura(talcomo se ve en Estados Unidosy esprevistaparalas
demos sociedades comerciales) hacia una negaci6n de los limites
legales en los prkstamos y sus tasas de interbs (leyes de limites de
prestamnos), como unaformade controldeprecios;y que no considera
losproblemasinherentes a cualquierintento de restringirel mercado
del crkdito. El sistema inglsparecedepender,de manera amplia, de
la habilidadde su sistema de licencias y su apoyo a travs de la
amplia discreci6n de las cortespara controlarlas tasasde interks y
otros terminos del contrato, con elprop6sitodeprotegeral "consumidorquien es el mds necesitadode ayuda."Normalmente, sinembargo,
es s6lo a travisde las cortes que los consumidoresmds necesitadosde
ayuda la obtienen, pues el sistema de licencias ha demonstrado ser,
segfin [a experiencia de los autores, respuestaineficidz a las necesidades de los consumidores. Mdts aun, la "s6lida estructura ideada
con elfin de hacer cumplir la ley" (suponiendo que la expresi6n se
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refiere a las entidades encargadasde conceder las licencias y con
poderparadeterminarelmkrito de las institucionesde crditoypara
excluir del mercado aquellas que no deben estar alli), deberia
resultarcasi totalmente inefectiva y altamente ineficiente. Desafortunadamente,en opini6n de los autores,existen tambikn seriasdudas
sobre la habilidad de las cortes paraproteger al consumidor mcts
necesitado pues 6ste, debido a la carencia de asistencia legal y
recursos econ6micos, raramenteconcurre a las cortes. Es la creencia
de los autores que la ramajudicialdebe operarcon gran discreci6nen
la revisi6n de los acuerdosdeprbstamoy que, en realidad,elprevio
uso de dicha discreci6n ha contribuido materialmente a un sistema
de control viable para el mercado monetario en Arizona y en los
Estados Unidos. Sinembargo, no sepuedeestarde acuerdo en que la
revisi6n judicialpresenta un gran potencial de ayuda directa a los
elementos mds desposeidos en el mercado del crkdito. Quien iri a
sacarventaja de la discreci6njudicialsert aquel deudorsofisticado,
quien desea salirsede un acuerdofinancieroque se la ha malogrado.
En su lugar,argumentan los autores, la mejor manera de ayudara
los consumidores mds dMbiles en el mercado es promoviendo la
publicidady la competencia, objetivos estos que el profesor Goode
tambign apoya entusiasticamente.
Abstract
This articlepresents the authors' commentary on an accompanying
articlein this issue, entitled Usury in English Law, in which Professor
R.M. Goode analyzes the English law of usury. Based on opinions
garneredfrom the authors' recent study of usury law in Arizona and
the United States, this article raises directly several issues which
ProfessorGoode'sarticleraisesby implication.Specifically, both his
treatment and this analysishave some implicationsfor the ongoing
debate about the efficiency of the common law. Furthermore,this
articleprovides some insights into the form and province of usury
laws infutureyears. The authorsframe this analysisarounda recent
postulate made by Judge RichardRosner in the generaldebate on the
efficiency of the common law. Judge Posnerclaims that the common
law, i.e., judge-made law, is economicallyefficient in the sense thatit
maximizes social wealth. Judge Posnerfurther argues thatjudicial
decisions should try to maximize social wealth as an overriding
efficiency goal. The empiricalresults of the authors'studyoflenders'
practicesin Arizona and the United States,focused primarilyin the
1970's, demonstrated that effective usury limits hurt lower income
groups by reducingthe quantity ofcredit available.Financialinstitutions, unable to chargefees sufficient to cover riskpremiums,refused
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to lend to high-riskborrowers. Facedwith the barriersof usury laws,
borrowers inevitably and constantly have demanded loan money
outside the legal limits. Due to frequent driftingfrom legal limits and
repeated collisions with inescapablemarketforces, usury laws have
evolved into an efficient and only mildly intrusive modern mode.
Today, usury has been defined as a variable concept, depending on
the market sector affected. Even though usury rate ceilings may hurt
lower income consumers by limitingavailablecredit, they also serve
the socially useful role of disclosing to borrowers what society
currently deems to be a proper limit on reasonable interest rates.
Furthermore,the authorsconsiderboththe influence ofthe legislative
process in responding to efficiency criteria by permitting expensive
credit and allowing an expansive credit market, and the United
States courts'responsetowardpermittingafree market by refusingto
apply usury limits strictly and literally. In the authors' opinion,
Professor Goode has an optimistic view of the English approach
which the authors do not entirely share, based on their studies of
usury law. Specifically, with all due respect to ProfessorGoode, it is
the authors' opinion that the analysis in Usury in English Law
misconstrues the trend of usury laws, as they see them in the United
States andpredicttheirevolution in all commercialsocieties, toward
a negation of legal limits on loans and their interestrates(loan-limit
laws) as a form ofprice control andfails to consider the problems
inherentin attempts to restrictthe credit market. The English system
seems to depend greatly on the ability of a licensing system, as
supported by the use of wide discretion by the courts, to control
lendingratesand othercontractterms to protectthe "consumerwho is
in most need ofhelp. "However, it is generally only through the courts
that the consumers most in need may get relief, since licensing
systems have proven to be, in the authors' experience, ineffective
responses to the consumers'needs.Furthermore,the "strongenforcement machinery"providedfor under the English system, assuming
that term refers to licensing agencies with power to determine the
worthiness oflending institutionsandto exclude thosefound wanting
from the credit market, shouldprove itselfalmost totally ineffectual
and highly inefficient. Unfortunately, in the authors' opinion, there
are also serious questions as to the ability of the courts to protect the
consumer most in need of help, since most of these consumers really
never do get to the courts, due to lack of legal advice andfinancial
resources. It is the authors' opinion that the judicial branch should
exercise broad discretion in its review of loan agreements, and,
indeed, that the prior exercise of such discretion has contributed
materiallyto a viable controlsystemfor the money market in Arizona
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and the United States. However, it cannot be agreed thatjudicial
review presents much potentialfor direct aid to the more helpless
elements in the creditmarket. The borrowerwho will take advantage
ofjudicialdiscretion will be the sophisticatedborrowerwho wishes to
get out ofa financial deal gone sour. Instead, the authorsargue, the
weakest consumers in the market may be helped the most by fostering
disclosure and competition, two objectives which Professor Goode
also endorses wholeheartedly.
INTRODUCTION:
THE UNCONTROLLABLE ECONOMY
King Canute achieved such power in eleventh century England that
his followers told him that he was capable of controlling all events by
his mere command. Wise Canute responded by taking his fawning
advisers to the beach, where he commanded the ocean tide not to come
in. Of course, the tide made its customary surge.'
Economic forces, like the tides, move according to their own
rhythms and designs. However, unlike the tides, the market economy
can be affected rather dramatically by the laws of man. And not all
temporal powers have Canute's common sense; they often attempt to
control events beyond their powers.
Legislating the economy is less than an exact science. At times,
economic tides run irresistibly strong, and the market on its natural
course simply may overwhelm attempted controls. Very much like the
flow of water, the economy seeks out points of least resistance and
highest return on effort. Laws which succeed in blocking one form of
economic behavior may only divert the market to an alternative
activity which has the same effect as the original. At such a moment the
legal system may exert itself by moving to block the alternative
activity, but it also may accept the substitute behavior and permit the
original effect.
The interplay between law and economic forces appears to be
subject to some immutable laws. To wit, no temporal political power,
secular or religious, is capable of leaving the economy wholly alone;
organized society brings with it inevitable legal controls on the
economy. Secondly, to the extent that temporal powers try to stem
activity created by market forces, their attempts must frequently fail,
1. 2 ENCYCLOPEDIA AMERICANA CANuTE488 (1830). See also 13 ENCYCLOPEDIA
AMERICANAXERXES 1294 (1833), wherein reference is made to Xerxes punishing the
waves, which knocked down his bridge, by whipping them and throwing chains into the
sea.
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especially in the long run. Thirdly, economic forces ebb and flow such
that pressures applied by the market on legal controls established to
channel or block its forces may vary dramatically over time. Finally, it
is always difficult, and frequently impossible, to predict the true
economic effects of economic legislation; in the application, a given
law often will pervert totally its salutary objectives.
Usury legislation is perhaps the best current example of economic
legislation which attempts to stem the tide of the free market. The
history of usury statutes manifests all of the immutable laws posited
above 2 and is prominent principally for the variety and persistence of
methods of evading usury laws. 3
Professor PM. Goode expounds on the English law of usury in an
accompanying article, entitled Usury in English Law. 4 Having
recently conducted a study of usury law and its effects in the United
States and in Arizona, we find the moment particularly propitious to
compare our findings with Professor Goode's analysis of the English
law. We are not unmindful of the advantages enjoyed by commentators who make an after the fact criticism of the initiative of a bolder
soul, but we shall try to fulfill our charge responsibly. We do detect
several points of basic disagreement.
As detailed in Usury in English Law, the recent Consumer Credit
Act in England has removed the final limitation on interest rates by
repealing the provisions by which interest in excess of forty-eight per
cent was considered harsh and unconscionable, but left much to
regulation through licensing of credit lenders and judicial discretion
through review and possible reformation of any given consumer loan
agreement. Professor Goode concludes that:
A licensing system, coupled with the conferment of wide
discretion on the courts and a strong enforcement machinery
to police the legislation and to deal with creditors persistently exploiting the consumer, is essential, for it is the
universal experience that the consumer who is in most need
2. See Special Project, Usury and the Monetary ControlAct of)980. 1981 ARIz.
ST. L.J. 27, 61-110 [hereinafter cited as Usury & Monetary Control]. This 265page, six-chapter projected edited by the authors of this article covers its topics in
monograph form. For citation purposes, we will refer to each individual chapter by its
title to help orient our readers.
3. Common techniques of circumventing usury limitations include the collection of
commissions or fees beyond the interest charge, sale of insurance, use of the
"discounting" and "add-on" methods of computing interest, use of "points" in
mortgage lending, use by the lender of an agent to find or negotiate the loan for a
separate: commission or of a paid third party guarantor of the loan, use of contingency
loans and minimum charges on small loans. E.g., id. at 96-99.
4. Goode, Usury in English Law, 1 ARIz. J. INT'L & CoMP. L. 38, (1982).
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of help is all too often the least able to take advantage of
statutory provisions designed for his protection.'
Professor Goode has an optimistic 6 view of the English approach
which we do not entirely share, based on our studies of usury law in the
United States and especially in the State of Arizona,
one of the most
7
commercially active jurisdictions in the country.
Specifically, Professor Goode's analysis in Usury in English Law
misconstrues the trend of usury laws and fails to consider certain
problems inherent in attempts to restrict the credit market. The English
system seems to depend greatly on the ability of a licensing system to
control lending rates and other contract terms to protect the "consumer
who is in most need of help." 8
The "strong enforcement machinery," assuming that term refers to
licensing agencies with power to determine the worthiness of lending
institutions and to exclude from the credit market those found wanting,
should prove itself highly inefficient and almost totally ineffectual in
achieving those goals.
There are also serious questions as to the ability of the courts to
protect the consumer most in need of help, since it is precisely these
consumers who virtually never get to the courts. They cannot pay the
fees of lawyers who might plead their cases and are not accustomed to
litigate their grievances. Moreover, the costs imposed on creditors by
the regulatory or licensing agency are bound to hurt these "weak"
consumers. Higher rates or less credit must be the consequence of
higher creditor costs. The weakest consumers in the market may be
helped the most by fostering disclosure and competition, two objectives
which Professor Goode also endorses wholeheartedly, 9 but not exclusively.
Based on opinions garnered from the authors' recent study of usury
law in Arizona and the United States, this article, in its comments on
Usury in English Law, will raise directly several issues which
Professor Goode's article raises by implication. Specifically, both his
treatment and this analysis have some implications for the ongoing
debate about the efficiency of the Common Law, 10 In the process, this
article shall provide some insights into the form and province of usury
laws in future years.
5. Id. at 59.
6. See infra note 84.
7. See Boyes & Roberts, Economic Effects of Usury Laws in Arizona, ARIz. ST.
LJ.35 (1981). Special Project, Arizona UsuryLaws, 1981 ARIz. ST. L.J. 111, 124-56.
8. Goode, supra note 4, at 59.
9. Id.
10. See infra text accompanying notes 42-60.
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PRACTICAL LESSONS FROM THE
HISTORY OF USURY IN ARIZONA AND
THE UNITED STATES
The only viable controls on the money market consist of an open
market and the availability to the consumer of the most complete
information possible on prices and terms. The history of usury in
Arizona and the United States- whose national economy probably
uses more credit, both business and personal, than any other in human
history-has evolved steadily toward a negation of legal limits on
interest rates as a form of price control." This process in the United
States has involved the cooperation of all three branches of government on both federal and state levels. In order to predict the same
progression for all commercial societies we would extrapolate from
the trend we observed.
Once viewed as an "abominable thing" 1 2 and villified by political
and religious policymakers," usury (in its proper legal sense of
charging higher interest rates than those permitted by law' 4) has
triumphed over attempted controls whenever market forces have
pushed the price of money beyond the legal limit. Lip service may
have been paid to controls until recently, and may be paid again, but
controls have not defined the price of credit. Like most price controls
imposed over an extended period, usury laws became a hindrance to
the market rather than a control. In recent years, usury laws have
imposed substantial legislative, judicial and administrative costs
without in fact reshaping the credit market.
Although the decade of the 1970's was the focal point for our
empirical study of lenders' practices, we felt that the history of usury
should be carefully traced to supply perspective. The empirical
result; demonstrated that, contrary to political rhetoric," effective
usury limits hurt the lower income groups by reducing the quantity of
credit available to low-job stability, low-income and low-wealth
borrowers.16 Financial institutions, unable to charge fees sufficient to
cover risk premiums, refused to lend to the lower status economic
group;, thus forcing these groups to seek funds from the illegal, or
loan shark, suppliers of credit.17 These results were supported by an
historical review.s
11. See Special Project, Interest Rates and the Law: A History of Usury, 1981
ARIZ. ST. L.J. 61, 85-109 [hereinafter cited as Special Project, History of Usury].
12. Ezekiel 18:13 (Revised Standard Version).
13. See Special Project, History of Usury, supra note 11, at 61-85.
14. BLACK'S LAw DICTIONARY 1385 (rev. 5th ed. 1979).
15. See Boyes & Roberts, supranote 7, at 35-37.
16. Id. at 46-60.
17. Id. at 49.
18. Special Project, History of Usury, supra note 11.
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Since earliest recorded times, the usury issue has been the object of
heated controversy. Nonetheless, a definite trend emerges. At first,
primarily dating from the time of the ancient societies until the
Reformation, debate focused on whether any interest charges were
proper for loans. 19 Over time, interest charges became a commonplace element of exchange, whose propriety was above question,
while debate shifted, during the seventeenth century, to the proper
level for interest rates. 20 Initially a unitary rate level was sought, but
the concept of the unified rate ceiling broke down as credit usage
extended to a broad variety of borrowers. Particularly in the United
States, as wage earners became serious participants in the credit
market in the mid-1800's, special categories within the usury laws
were created, and lawmakers accepted the necessity of distinct
interest ceilings for different types of loans. 2' Legislators became
more sophisticated in their perception of the costs involved in the
money market.
Beginning with a model small loan act drafted after careful study by
the consumer-oriented Russel Sage Foundation in the first years of
this century, 22 state legislatures in the United States created a series
of special rates for particular loans, leaving the "basic" usury rate as a
residual figure with little practical application in the more active
money markets. 23 The State of Arkansas provided ample evidence of
the absurdity of imposing a unitary rate limit on loans by holding
19. Since the time of the ancient pastoral societies, usury was condemned for its
oppression of the poor. Id. at 63-74. Beginning about the twelfth century in response to
the increase in commercial lending, the grounds of the debate shifted toward a view of
the intrinsic "immorality" of interest. Id. at 74-82.
20. Id. at 79, 82-87. In England, the shift in the focus of the debate occurred during
the seventeenth century. Id. at 82. The American colonies adopted and built upon the
seventeenth century English attitudes. Id. at 85.
21. Id. at 87-93. Exceptions to the usury law, which originated in the mid and late
1800's, included the "corporate exception," prohibiting the corporation from pleading
the defense of usury; the "time-price" doctrine, excepting credit sales from the control
of usury laws; the establishment of the industrial or "Morris Plan" banks, which
provided banking services and credit for consumers; and adoption of the Uniform Small
Loan Law (1916), which provided for a high interest rate that could meet the high risks
and administration costs of small loans. Id.
22. Id. at 92-93; Special Project, Arizona Usury Laws, supra note 7, at 128-31.
23. Special Project, History of Usury, supra note 11, at 93-101; Special Project,
Arizona Usury Laws, supra note 7, at 125-32.
By the 1950s, these exceptions threatened to overwhelm the rule.
Although nearly all states retained a general usury limit, regulation was
increasingly provided by a bewildering and disorganized array of
statutory exceptions.
Special legislation created exceptions for certain types of loans. Many
states had provisions for commercial loans including either the corporate
exception to pleading usury, different rate limits on corporate loans, or
increased limits (frequently no limit) on loans over a certain amount.
Special laws in nearly every state set higher limits on small loans. The
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doggedly to its constitutional limit of ten percent for all loans. Such a
limit, applied restrictively and inflexibly by that state's courts24from
1952 until the present, virtually dried up credit in Arkansas.
On the other hand, Arizona, a booming state whose growth was
fueled by the major infusion of national credit funds, 21had created ten
different special types of loans in its laws by 1979. 26 For each type, a
different interest rate and special terms applied. Like legislatures in
virtually all states where the free operation of the money market and
economic growth were encouraged, the legislature in Arizona responded to expanding usage of credit by placing legal interest rates
above the market price for money and distinguishing among the
various markets and prives involved.
Empirical studies of lending in Arizona from 1970 to 1979,
conducted by the authors, demonstrated that the legal interest rates
sometimes restricted the access of borrowers when the cost of making
loans came close to or surpassed the legal rate. 27 Lenders responded
in every loan market by continuing credit flow only to the more creditworthy loan applicants, cutting off hundreds and perhaps thousands
of potential borrowers who were viewed as credit risks unjustified by
the permitted rate . 28 In some cases, the Arizona legislature relieved
the market bottleneck by raising the permissible interest rate. 29 In
time-price doctrine, which exempted credit sales from the usury limits,
was universally recognized.
Various lenders were also frequently excepted from the general usury
laws. In many states, special laws regulated loans by credit unions,
savings and loan institutions, and industrial banks. In some states, bank
loans were taken out of the control of usury statutes. Pawnbrokers were
generally covered by city or county laws. As the number of exceptions
grew, the proportion of the nation's credit that still fell under the control
of usury statutes shrank. By 1968, less than half of America's credit was
controlled by state usury statutes.
Speciad Project, History of Usury, supra note 11, at 94.
24. Special Project, History of Usury, supra note 11, at 101-105. In 1974, the
United States Congress "passed 'emergency' legislation which preempted state law
requiring business and agricultural loans over $25,000. This law affected only three
states: Arkansas, Tennessee, and Montana." Id. at 105. In 1979, the federal preemption was extended until 1981. Id. Arkansas voters refused to raise permissible
interest rates in the 1974 and 1980 elections. Id. The federal pre-emption was again
extended in 1980 until April 1, 1983. Special Project, The Depository Institutions
Deregulation and Monetary Control Act of 1980 and Its Effect on the Mortgage
Market 1981 ARiz. ST. L.J.7211, 272 [hereinafter cited as Special Project, Monetary
Control Act].
25.13oyes & Roberts, supra note 7, at 60; Special Project, Arizona Usury Laws,
supra note 7, at 134.
26. Special Project, Arizona Usury Laws, supra note 7, at 131-32.
27. Boyes & Roberts, supra note 7, at 46-60.
28. I'd.
29. d.
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other cases, the natural swings of the market to lower interest costs
relieved demand pressures on the interest-restricted credit markets. 30
But in all cases where the market came up to or surpassed the legal
rate, the result found was that potential borrowers, who should and
would have paid more than the legal ceiling, were turned to illegal
sources or forced to forestall or abandon their loan applications.3"
Where, in the federal system, competition for national loan funds took
place between states, such competition was often affected by state
usury 3limits;
loan funds flowed to thosejurisdictions with more liberal
limits. 2
Recently, rapidly rising interest rates created a crisis in the state
system of usury laws. The Arizona experience was typical. Under
pressure from a credit market crunch that pushed prime interest rates
to 15.75% by the fall of 1979, the Arizona state legislature amended
the usury ceilings to what appeared to be a level safely above the
market,33 then watched in frustration as the market rate rocketed past
the new legal limit within a few months. The Arizona legislature was
able to react a4 second time and simply removed the legal ceilings in

April, 1980 .1

At the same time, the United States Congress stepped in, in March,
1980, to pre-empt state usury laws until April, 1983,33 subject to the
right of the states to override many of the pre-emptions. The federal
action appeared to have been timely in bailing out states which might
have experienced greater difficulty than Arizona in reacting to the
escalating interest rates.3 6 In addition, federal authorities were given
substantial controls on the money market under the Monetary
Control Act of 1980, which indirectly removes much of the states'
power to control interest
rates through usury or any other state37
imposed limitations.
30. Id.
3 I.Id.; Special Project, Conclusion - The Future of Usury, 1981 ARIZ. ST. L. J.
275, 281-83 [hereinafter cited as Special Project, Conclusion].
32. Special Project, Arizona Usury Laws, supra note 7, at 141.

33. Id. at 140-45.
34. Id. at 146-56.
35. Special Project, Monetary Control Act, supra note 24, at 258-59, 269-73; see
id. 249-59. States may opt out of the pre-emption applicable to federally-insured
depository institutions at any time. Depository Institutions Deregulation and Monetary
Control Act of 1980 [Monetary Control Act of 1980], Pub. L. No. 96-221, § 525, 94
Stat. 167 (1980). State overrides of pre-emptions applicable to residential mortgage
loans and business and agricultural loans must occur by April 1, 1983. Id. § § 501,
512, 94 Stat. 161, 164.
36. Special Project, History of Usury, supra note 11, at 105-107.
37. Special Project, FederalControl Over the Money Market, 1981 ARIz. ST. L.J.
159, 198-209 [hereinafter cited as Special Project, Federal Control]; Monetary
Control Act of 1980, Pub. L. No. 96-221, 94 Stat. 132 (1980); see Special Project,
Federal Control, supra, at 184-98.
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Finally, our study focused on the way in which Arizona courts and
those of other United States jurisdictions had accommodated usury
laws to market realities by flexible rulings in litigated cases. Virtually
no cases attacked loan rates as usurious where consumer lenders were
involved.3" Usury litigation in the United States and in Arizona was
brought predominately by sophisticated borrowers, most often as a
means of evading a loan obligation which became onerous because of
a downturn in the borrower's economic situation. 3 9 Several longstanding federal and Arizona judicial doctrines consistently encouraged a free market in credit, by defining many loan charges as outside
the usury ceiling 40 and applying that ceiling as a sliding scale valid as
of the time of resolution of a controversy, rather than as of the time a
loan agreement was made. 41 Although usury laws may again be
promulgated in some form, this reading of their history suggests that
they will be repealed whenever they become binding, i.e., whenever
they restrict the market.
Given these conclusions derived from our own study of usury, we
found some points of disagreement with Professor Goode. The most
fundamental point of variance turns on emphasis: we believe that
Professor Goode places too much faith in the ability of controls such
as licensing and judicial discretion to police lenders; we feel that the
best which may be hoped for from such measures is that they might
have negligible effects, but that all too frequently they only increase
lenders' costs or have other counterproductive impacts. While he
favors disclosure and competition as important elements in an
optimum credit market, we would emphasize these as the only
controls which can have a significant, positive result, especially
during periods of fluctuation or sustained increases in interest rates.
While Professor Goode feels that the recently-enacted English laws
may offer protection to consumers, and particularly those consumers
most subject to abuse by lenders, we are convinced by our own
findings that state intervention cannot do a great deal to protect such
borrowers. In fact, controls marginally increase the price of credit by
adding costs, with the highest additional costs imposed on highestrisk credit. Lest we abandon all hope for the low-asset consumerborrowers, however, we hasten to note that competition normally has
maintained rates for them at reasonable levels.
38. See Special Project, History of Usury, supra note 11, at 87-89; Special Project,
Arizona Usury Laws, supra note 7, at 132-40.

39. Special Project, Arizona Usury Laws, supra note 7, at 135-36, 140.
40. Special Project, History of Usury, supra note 11, at 87-89; Special Project,
Arizona Usury Laws, supra note 7, at 134-35.
41. Special Project, Arizona Usury Laws, supra note 7, at 136-39.
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THE EFFICIENCY OF THE COMMON LAW
Inherent Efficiency versus Normative Standards
In a more general vein, both Professor Goode's and our analysis
have implications for the ongoing debate about the efficiency of the
Common Law. At base, both analyses defend the current state of
usury law in their respective countries. The fundamental differences
we have with Professor Goode simply reflect the discrepancies in
English and American usury laws. We hope Professor Goode will
view our inquiry into the efficiency of usury controls as engaging and
thought-provoking, rather than as a noisome frolic on grounds he had
fitted to a different and better purpose. We are convinced that casting
our analysis of the proper function and province of usury laws into the
broader context of the efficiency of the Common Law can teach us
much about our specific topic atthe same time it casts light back on the
postulates of those who argue for the natural propriety of the Common
Law process.
The Honorable Richard Posner, recently appointed to the federal
bench of the Seventh Circut Court of Appeals, has made two
assertations regarding legal analysis which frame our commentary
on the usury laws. In his first proposition, Judge Posner states that the
Common Law is economically efficient in the sense that by their
inevitable drift judicial decisions maximize social wealth. 42 We view
this proposition as essentially accurate insofar as it relates to
controversies regarding the price of credit. Indeed, a reading of the
history of usury laws demonstrates its accuracy. The inescapable
long-term trend has been to remove state intervention and controls
from the credit market, a trend in which the judicial branch played a
significant role. 43 This is to say, courts steadfastly have refused to
take the opportunities they have had to impose their own judgments in
contravention of the market's determination of proper credit prices.
The courts generally have not shown any desire to apply usury laws
restrictively, but have been the active agents of flexibility and liberal
construction of the laws' potentially rigid limits. What the market
cannot or will not do, the courts have not attempted to impose.
In his second assertion, Judge Posner argues thatjudicial decisions
should try to maximize social wealth as an overriding efficiency goal

42. See R. POSNER, EcONOMic ANALYSIS OF LAW 179-85 and passim (2d ed.

1977).
43. See infra text accompanying notes 50-52.
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in the name of morality. 4" Based on our studies of usury to date, we
believe that the predictive capability of economic criteria for judicial
or other political resolutions of controversy is so uncertain that an
actively normative approach based on any such criteria would be
disastrous. Courts, in the eye of a single adversary proceeding, should
not turn to political economy as their decisional touchstone. Yet,
Prof.essor Goode apparently would agree with Judge Posner's second
proposition and implicitly urge that courts should
utilize such
45
concerns as the basis for their decisions on usury.
We view the law's treatment of usury as a steady and salutory
retreat from regulation. At the risk of sounding an inappropriately
chauvinistic note in the inaugural pages of this journal dedicated to
comparative and international studies, we suspect that our comparison of English and American usury laws may expose differences due
to distinct stages of development more than anything else. We would
expect the English law to progress to some approximation of the
current state of the United States law at some future date, when both
would impose virtually no controls on the credit market, but let us
carry our discussion a bit further in the light of efficiency criteria and
Common Law.
The exchange over Judge Posner's economic analysis of the law is
confused and confusing 46 because of the nature of his two principles.
The First, that of the Common Law's inherent efficiency, is positive
and, as such, can be examined in the realm of descriptive analysis, in
this case in the context of usury laws. With his second principle,
however, Judge Posner throws a blanket of confusion over his first
assertion. If the Common Law is economically efficient which,
consistent with Judge Posner's postulate, it has proved to be in the area
of usury, then why should judicial or other temporal agencies
attempt to apply such an explicit criterion? They have already
achieved the result without the explicit approach. Moreover, would
the approach reduce judicial or public costs? If the explicit approach
were more cost efficient, would it not be in use currently? Normative
standards are by nature subjective. Permitting, let alone imposing, an
exclusive set of subjective criteria might tend to stifle efficiency more
than promote it. Decisions might become more difficult to overturn,
44. E.g., Posner, The Ethical and Political Basis of the Efficiency Norm in
Common Law Adjudication,8 HOFSTRAL. REV. 487(1980); Posner, Utilitarianism,
Economics, and Legal Theory, 8 J. LEGAL STUD. 103 (1979).
45. See Goode, supra note 4, at 54.

46. See, e.g., Change in the Common Law: Legal andEconomic Perspectives,9 J.
LEGAL STUD. 189 (1980); Symposium on Efficiency asaLegal Concern, 8 HOFSTRA

L. REV. 485 (1980).
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or rules more difficult to change, where they are cast under the
imprimatur of an economic efficiency they supposedly expedite even
as the market forces build up in opposition to the rules or regulations.
Judge Posner need not have ventured into the quicksand of
normative analysis. If the Common Law system is efficient, i.e.,
maximizes social wealth, it does not matter whether its rules are based
on stare decisis, Pareto optimality 47 or whether the judge or legislator
(legislators should be included in the Common Law process as it
relates to usury today) 48 slept well the night before rendering the
decision. The outcome must eventually be the same. No inefficient
rule survives, regardless of the criteria of decision. The relevant
question is which approach reaches the result in the least costly
manner. As Judge Posner and others who may not use Judge Posner's
terminology 49 have argued, an inefficient rule stimulates forces which
drive the rule out: e.g., more litigation (or, with usury, legislation) is
induced, the public demands change, new justices (or legislators) are
appointed (elected), the rule is evaded or ignored, or the rule in some
other way changes in the fact of its application.
On the other hand, any process which might adequately inform
decision-makers of the costs, effects and benefits of a particular
resolution to various specific parties may be very costly and frequently
impracticable, as suggested by the fact that the system does not
currently use such an approach. The effects of particular rules are a
prioriunknowable, rendering normative decisions according to efficiency criteria nearly impossible, frequently irrelevant and, at their
worst, dangerous (costly) when they may exclude potentially valid
considerations.
Not only is the utilization of any exclusive set of constant
normative criteria of doubtful feasibility, but we failed to detect much
current significance for an analysis of the usury laws according to
Judge Posner's first principle. The usury question is at a relatively
rudimentary stage even in the United States. The credit market has
boomed only since World War II. To date, court decisions have
helped open up usury laws to market forces, but at such a basic level
that they go little beyond the question of whether a free market in
loans will be permitted. Obviously, to the extent that the courts
answer this question affirmatively and create greater availability of
credit, they increase efficiency, in Judge Posner's context, in the
47. Samuelson, Economics 86, 462 (10th ed., 1976).
48. But see POSNER, supra note 42, at 404-409.
49. See, e.g., C. K. ALLEN, LAW INTHE MAKING 283-96,342-49 (6th ed. 1958); B.
CARDOZO, THE GROWTH OF THE LAW 136-37 (1924); R. NozicK, ANARCHY, STATE,
AND UTOPIA 21-22 (1974).
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credit market. However, Judge Posner and those who engage in the
debate with him have focused their concerns on the issue of precisely
what effect the Common Law may have.5 0 They debate whether
Pareto optimality or the maximization of social wealth or some other
effect results. At least for the issue of usury, such relatively minute
concerns do not yet have any application. Beyond question, judicial
precedent has played a salutary role in opening money lending to
market forces and the courts have displayed market awareness in
doing so. They have hardly preferred one specific economic objective
over another, however, nor should they ever do so.
Some indication of the level of current usury questions can be taken
from the fact that Judge Posner's distinction between the judicial and
legislative processes may break down in the context of credit controls.
Judge Posner would reject the possibility that legislative decisions
could prove to be efficient in practice,5 ' but state and federal
legislatures in the United States have been generally congenial to free
market arguments and the proposition that expensive credit is better
than no credit.5 2 Whether legislatures will become unresponsive to
efficiency criteria once the boom period of establishing the modern
credit market passes is another question.
In summary, we wish to endorse Judge Posner's perception of the
naturally salutary effect of court decisions left to their own devices
and evolution. That naturally salutary effect has been and should be
the end result of case decisions on usury, a field in which the courts
have exercised a strong influence in favor of the free market even in
the face of apparently strict statutes. We endorse this development, as
we believe Professor Goode does, and would do nothing to stifle its
further evolution. Nonetheless, we would not beg inordinate benefits
from it nor rely on judicial decisions of privately initiated controversies
to provide improbable benefits to sectors of society outside their
impact. Professor Goode and Judge Posner, insofar as his second
principle applies to the field of usury, may well commit the sin of
undue expectations for the courts.
Economic Efficiency of Usury Statutes

Faced with the barriers of usury laws, borrowers inevitably and
constantly have demanded loan money outside the legal limits. Thus,
due to their drift and repeated collisions with inescapable market
50. 3ee authority cited supra note 46.
51. POSNER, supra note 42, at 404-409.
52. Special Project, History of Usury, supra note 11, at 93-109. For the Arizona
legislature's response, see Special Project, Arizona Usury Laws, supranote 7, at 126-

32, 140-53.
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forces, usury laws have evolved in the United States into an efficient
and only mildly intrusive modern mode. Where John Calvin once
defended interest against St. Thomas Acquinas' condemnation of
money as a sterile good for whose use any charge was inherently
immoral," and Jeremy Bentham beat back a blizzard of anti-usury
tracts with his Letters in Defence of Usury, 14 no courageous defender
need champion the right of a lender to charge interest today, and
precious few would advocate a restrictive, unilateral interest rate
fixed below the market.5"
Today, usury has been defined as a variable concept, depending on
the market sector affected.1 6 Only "abusive" interest rates are
deemed improper, so that an appropriate rate ceiling might be one set
above the competitive market to allow free play of supply and demand
but sufficiently low to constrain unconscionably high rates.5 7 What
are "abusive" or "unconscionably high" interest rates? What may
seem excessive to one may be reasonable to others. We found that
rate ceilings on small loans of as much as forty-five percent per year
were often too low according to legitimate lending practices in the
United States even before recent dramatic increases in the interest
rates." When market rates as determined by supply and demand took
the ceiling above forty-five percent for this class of borrower, lending
institutions refused to extend credit at the rate limit.5 9 Potential
borrowers were forced to seek off-market funds from loan sharks or
other individuals not licensed to lend money, who often charged over
1,000% annual rate. 60 Therefore, in the case of the consumerborrower most in need of help, an upper-limit rate, even one
substantially above the basic market rate, neither protects the debtor
nor confronts the lenders who persistently exploit the consumer. Its
effect seems to be just the opposite; it drives needy borrowers into the
arms of potentially exploitive lenders.
Why then do upper-limit usury statutes persist? Would not economic efficiency suggest that they too should go the way of the
prohibitions on lending with interest? If the restrictions are inefficient
and create social costs, then the answer should be that they will be
53. Special Project, History of Usury, supra note 11, at 74-79.
54. See id. at 81-84.
55. See id. at 101-105.
56. See Special Project, Arizona UsuryLaws, supranote 7, at 131-32,Table6 (lists
Arizona usury ceilings prior to 1979 as distinguished by type of loan).
57. See Special Project, Conclusion, supra note 31, at 291.
58. See Special Project, History of Usury, supra note 11, at 89-93; Special Project,
Arizona Usury Laws, supra note 7, at 153-56 (discusses Arizona's 1980 Consumer
Loan Law).
59. See Boyes & Roberts, supra note 7, at 46-49.
60. See id.; Special Project, Conclusion,supra note 31, at 281-82.
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driven out of existence. If such statutes fulfill some socially useful
role, i.e., if they reduce social costs, the answer is that the efficiency
argument of the common law would predict that the statutes will
persist. It is our view that usury laws have served the important role of
disclosure in stable economic times, informing borrowers of what
society currently deemed to be an upper limit on reasonable interest
rates. This accounts for their continued existence, and for the
probability that they will reapper even where they have been repealed.
For usury laws to perform their disclosure function, however,
requires long-term stability in the interest rates as determined by the
market and the mitigating influence of flexible judicial application.
LEGAL CHANGES
The history and application of the usury laws in the United States
demonstrate a nice interplay between courts and statutes. Usury
limits are a creature of statute, of course, but there is a definite
leavening influence by the courts in their application, i.e., the usury
laws are not among those which have been enforced literally and
strictly. This trend did not emerge immediately, however. Perhaps the
first major usury decision in the United States was New York Dry
Dock Bank v. American Life Insurance & Trust Co.,61 in which the
New York Court of Appeals in 1850 allowed a commercial borrower
totally to evade repayment of a loan, both principal and interest being
excused because the court found that a £2,000 discount 62 on a
£50,000 loan at six percent carried the borrower's charges past the
permissible interest rates, under New York law, of seven percent. The
outcry was so great"3 that the New York legislature created the
"corporate exemption" to its usury statute, which prohibited any
corporation from pleading the defense of usury, so that no other
commercially sophisticated borrower like the Dry64Dock Bank might
hide behind the usury law to discharge its debts.
Soon after New York Dry Dock Bank, the United States Supreme
Court in 1861 followed English precedent to approve the "time61. New York Dry Dock Bank v. American Life Insurance & Trust Co., 3 N.Y. 344

(1850).

62. Discounting means prepaying the interest. On a $100 discounted loan at 10%
interest, $10 interest would be immediately deducted from the loan funds. The
borrower would receive only $90. Since he is paying $10 interest and has the use of

only $90, the effective interest rate is not 10%, but 11. 11%.
Special Project, History of Usury, supra note 11, at 96.

63. Id. at 87-88.
64. N.Y. Gen. Oblig. Law § 5-521 (McKinney 1964). See Special Project, History
of Usury, supra note 11, at 87-88.
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price" exception to usury laws. 65 This ingenious doctrine provided
that a specific good might have two prices: its cash price and the price
charged for the same good over time, which properly might be higher
than for a cash purchase because of the risk and the costs involved in
obtaining payment on time, in addition to the reward for sacrificing
immediate consumption. While the time price seems indistinguishable from a cash price plus interest, courts made the distinction. 66 The
time-price doctrine has been criticized as it has been introduced into
consumer credit sales, but it was initially created for deals involving
the sale of land67 between two merchants, where its impact appears
quite salutary.
In Arizona, during the last twenty years, the courts have shown
more than a little commercial awareness and an intuitive feel for
efficiency criteria in judging instances of alleged usury violations.
Arizona judicial decisions have evolved a rule of reason to measure
interest rates against permitted limits. 68 It is clear that no court will
allow indefinite charges past the maximum rate as an evasion of the
legal limit, but the judiciary is more interested in substance than form,
and, so long as loan charges beyond permissible interest rates are for
specific or demonstrable services and costs, they have usually been
approved. 69 Of course, this rule functions best for more complex,
unique loan transactions tailored to given circumstances involving
sophisticated parties on both sides.
In fact, virtually all of the reported judicial decisions in Arizona
involve sophisticated parties and special circumstances; this is
consistent with the judicial decision Professor Goode singles out for
analysis in his article, Usury in English Law. 70 In such situations it is
easier to relax interest-rate limits by relying on a substantive inquiry
into the validity of the charges. Essentially, the courts apply the same
party-autonomy standard for costs surrounding the use of money that
they apply to other contractual arrangements between consenting
65. Hogg v. Ruffner, 66 U.S. (I Black) 115 (1861).

66. See Special Project, History of Usury, supra note 1I, at 88-89.
67. Id.
68. See Special Project, Arizona Usury Laws, supra note 7, at 134-36. "The
reasonableness standard probably emerged most clearly in Grady v. Price, 94 Ariz.
252, 383 P.2d 1973 (1963). The precedent of Grady was followed in Kissel Co. v.

Gressley,591 F.2d 47 (9th Cir. 1979); Altherr v. WilshireMortgage Corp., 104 Ariz.
59, 448 P.2d 859 (1968); Modern PioneersIns. Co. v. Nandin, 103 Ariz. 125, 437
P.2d 658 (1968); Watson Constr.Co. v. Amfac Mortgage Corp., 124 Ariz. 570,606

P.2d421 (Ct. App. 1979); Kamrathv. GreatSouthwest Trust Co., 27 Ariz. App. 102,
551 P.2d 92 (1976)." Id. at 135 n. 174.
69. Id. at 135.
70. See Goode, supra note 4, at 57.
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parties of transactional parity; if the parties agreed to charges for
something beyond the simple use of credit, they created a valid
contract. The courts applying such a rule must distinguish between
standard items, which fall within the legal rate for money, and
exceptional items.
The most revealing judicial doctrine in Arizona regarding usury is
that it depends not on the legal limit at the time of contracting a loan,
but on the limit specified by the statute as amended up to the time a
controversy is resolved. 7 Such an approach reveals the courts' view
of rate controls; usury laws, unlike protective doctrines such as
unconscionability, 72 do not vest the borrower with an individual right
to overturn an agreement whose validity is determined according to
conditions when it is signed. The effect ofjudicial precedent, then, is
to define a salutary money market, limited by a shifting ceiling which
should tend to help lenders to compete and to abstain from entering
into abusive bargains, but not to vindicate individual rights nor to
directly protect hapless consumers of credit.
Within the judicial context sketched above, usury laws may have
become an important information source eliminating the social costs
involved in information gathering for the purchase of credit. In other
words, borrowers may quickly refer to usury limits as to a base price
for arty commodity. The proliferation of varying rate limits for varying
types of credit, (e.g., small loans, automobile loans, credit cards,
agricultural loans,) 7" shows that legislatures were able to establish
varying limits reasonably related to cost and profit structures in
different types of loans. When the judiciary supports that function by
flexible standards for permitting extra charges and interprets the
usury limit as a shifting parameter on the market rather than as a static
rule, extant at the moment of a loan agreement to permanently define
the maximum price for that transaction, then an efficient market may
emerge. Market forces of supply-and-demand pricing enjoy almost
free play. If courts had been quite restrictive in applying the law, or if
legislatures had resisted varying usury limits, the market would clash
continually with the legislative and judicial rules on lending limits.
The salutary balance achieved by the laws in recent years was
interrupted by the volatile interest rates of the late 1970'S,74 which
meant that, given the legislative and judicial powers' relatively
71. American Savings Life Insurance Co. v. Financial Affairs Management Co., 20
Ariz. App. 479,513 P.2d 1362 (1973). This is the general rule in the United States.
See Special Project, Arizona Usury Laws, supra note 7, at 137-38.
72. UNIFORM COMMERCIAL CODE § 2-302 (1978).

73. See Special Project, Arizona Usury Laws, supra note 7, at 131-32.
74. See id. at 146.
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ponderous reaction time, no guideline controls were possible. Thus,
the only reasonable resolution was to remove the guidelines. Their
return can be anticipated whenever the money market stabilizes its
interest rates by maintaining them over several years so that the
legislature may again define cautionary price maxima which serve as
useful guidelines to borrowers and lenders. These guidelines, along
with competition, disclosure mechanisms, 75 and other conditions
which serve a free market, may serve efficiency in credit transactions.
The present highly volatile market is more costly for both borrowers
and lenders, but cannot be aided by legal and judicial controls.
THE ROLE OF JUDICIAL DISCRETION
We have spent much of this "commentary on Professor Goode's
article" in defining the relationship, as perceived by the authors,
between market forces and legislative and judicial controls on interest
rates or other costs charged for credit. This was a necessary prelude to
the crux of our disagreement with Professor Goode's analysis.
Professor Goode states that "the consumer who is in most need of
help" will be aided by broad judicial discretion,7 6 coupled with a
licensing system and "strong enforcement machinery." ' 77 We feel that
the judicial branch should exercise broad discretion in its review of
loan agreements and, indeed, believe that the prior exercise of such
discretion has contributed materially to a viable control system for the
money market in Arizona and the United States. 78 We cannot agree,
however, thatjudicial review exhibits much potential for direct aid to
the more helpless elements in the credit market.
Professor Goode presents an "instructive case on the approach of
the [English] courts," A Ketley Ltd. v. Scott,8 0 which involved a loan
of£20,500 to finance the debtor's purchase of real property which he
held as a sitting tenant. The Chancery Division Court refused to open
the loan agreement to reformation because it found that the circumstances indicated sophistication on the part of the borrower, who
75. Probably the best example is the Truth-in-Lending Law of 1969. See Boyd, The
Truth-in-LendingSimplification and Reform Act-A Much-Needed Revision Whose
Time Has Finally Come (pts. 1 & 2), 23 ARIz. L. REv. 1,549 (1981); Special Project,

Conclusion, supra note 31, at 287-88.
76. Goode, supra note 4, at 59.
77. Id. See supra notes 8-9 and accompanying text (discounting effectiveness of a
licensing system and "strong enforcement machinery").
78. See Special Project, Arizona Usury Laws, supra note 7, at 132-40; Special
Project, Conclusion, supra note 31, at 288-89.
79. See Special Project, Conclusion, supra note 33, at 288-90.
80. A Ketley Ltd. v. Scott, 1981 Indus. Cas. R.241; see Goode, supra note 4, at
57.
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freely agreed to a price commensurate with the lender's risk and the
debtor's benefit, and a possible estoppel against the plaintiff-borrower
who had not disclosed information regarding the value of the
collateral.
Kedey is indeed an instructive case, but not for Professor Goode's
expectation of judicial discretion as an effective money market
control. We would like to see a case where a downtrodden consumer
has paid over 1,000% for a loan and the court has intervened like a
knight in shining armor to take away the lender's illicit gains. Then we
will believe him when he states that "the consumer who is in most
need of help" shall be protected by the court's discretion. In fact, such
cases do not come before the courts because such consumerborrowers do not have attorneys or other business advisers who might
apprise them of their legal rights and the judicial remedy. Such
consumer-borrowers cannot pay for such advice. The Ketley case is
quite instructive as to who will take advantage, or attempt to take
advantage, of judicial discretion: the sophisticated borrower, most
often of larger sums, who knew precisely what he was getting into
when he signed his contract with the lender and, most often, wishes to
complain not about blatant abuse and four-digit interest rates but
about a point or two. s 1
Most often, in our research, the usury defendant is not the
unlicensed scofflaw who duns borrowers by breaking their limbs but,
as in the Ketley case, a respectable financial institution of impeccable
credentials and standing, or at least one whose documentation is all in
order and whose operations are above board and conventional. Cases
between such parties prove interesting and demonstrate the triumph
of efficiency and a rule of reason which keeps the market for credit
largely free and operating at low social cost. Nonetheless, the typical
reported usury case does not much engage the readers' hearts; the
readers' minds, perhaps. If one goes to read the judicial reports in
expectation of encountering there the heartless, overreaching rapacious moneylender and the virtuous maiden debtor in distress, one
will search in vain.
In fact, today, credit markets are quite complex in their stratification, and lenders have adapted themselves to various special niches,
to use the biologist's term, in the market. Where money is to be made
81. Cf course, the amount at issue may be more, because many usury laws impose
the loss of all interest and sometimes even loss of the right to reclaim the principle as a
sanction against usurers. See Special Project, Arizona Usury Laws, supranote 7, at
135-36, 140.
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and reliable borrowers create demand, respectable lenders come
forward and are willing to compete for the lending dollar. One of the
least desirable niches in the credit economy is that in which creditors
cater to small borrowers of doubtful means. Profit margins may well
be low despite high interest rates. In Arizona, though it could not be
proven empirically in the authors' research because the sources of
such data proved less amenable to survey than other participants in
the credit market, we have a definite impression that unsecured loans
to the riskiest consumer borrowers tend to run in the $20 to $100
range, and the usual interest rate is twenty percent per week (less for
compassionate lenders).8 2 Who makes such loans? Those moved by
compassion, e.g., churches and credit unions linked to community
services; those moved by practicalities other than profit on lending,
e.g., the employer who wants workers to stay on the job and the illegal
drug dealer who wants to sell drugs or create an allegiance; and those
moved by the profit motive, e.g., the crew boss and the pay-day
lenders in the military. It is doubtful that any of these sources for loan
funds make exorbitant profits from moneylending. It is further
unlikely that their debtors could secure loans from more respectable
sources. And while twenty percent per week works out to an egregious
annual percentage rate, the rough rule of five dollars loaned on
Monday for six paid back on Friday may not be so unconscionable;
after all, one must make ten fifty-dollar loans, all of which pay up fully
and on time, to make $100 gross profit in a week. The prospect of
experiencing fifty-two such "good" weeks is not likely to tempt many
competitors to enter that market solely on the strength of the potential
annual income.
Perhaps the borrowers who shop for their credit in this market are
not those in most need of help, but it is the authors' belief Professor
Goode intended to refer to them. He agreed with the decision in
Ketley, but also appears ready to support a loan agreement's
reformation when a lawsuit would cast up a borrower lacking in
sophistication and suffering under a creditor who has taken undue
advantage through the interest rate.8 3 We expect to wait a long time
for such an event to occur. In order for the court to utilize its judicial
discretion to protect the consumer, the consumer must first get before
the court. Even if such cases do come to court, they should never be so
numerous as those brought by more sophisticated borrowers who,
having calculated more closely before entering into their bargain, will
82. See Special Project, Conclusion, supra note 31, at 285 n. 45.
83. See example presented in Goode, supra note 4, at 55.
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perceive more quickly possible ways to evade it when circumstances
turn against them.14 Competition within a free market, aided by
disclosure, is the best and most permanent protection for all borrowers.
Other controls should be discarded.

84. Eds. note: Professor R.M. Goode responds to this commentary as follows: "The
passage quoted from my article, supra p. 66, does not indicate an 'optimistic' view
of the English approach. The difficulty confronting consumers wishing to assert their
legal rights will be the same whether or not we have legislation imposing ceiling rates of
interest. The point of my article is to demonstrate, first, that to confer rights on
individual consumers is not by itself sufficient without a good enforcement system and,
secondly, that, insofar as cases are to come before the court, it is better to give the court
a discretion than to impose fixed rates of interest, which can have the effect (as indeed
they did in the United States) that financial institutions operating in the sector affected
simply stop giving credit altogether."
But see supra note 68 and authority there cited.

